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The secant modulus of the rock reflects the stiffness of the rock and the ability

to resist deformation. There are significant differences in the secant modulus of

the rock due to the different numbers of joints in the rock and the change in

rock size. Therefore, it is important to obtain effectively the secant modulus of

rocks with the number of parallel joints for evaluating rock deformation. In this

study, the method of regression analysis is used, and 10 sets of numerical plans

are set up to discuss the influence of a number of parallel joints and rock size on

the secant modulus. The results show that the secant modulus decreases with

the increase in a number of parallel joints, and the curve is a power function. The

secant modulus decreases when the rock size increases, and the curve is an

exponential function. The characteristic secant modulus and characteristic size

decrease with the increase in the number of parallel joints, and their curves are

an exponential function. The specific forms of these relationships are given in

the article. The establishment of these relationships realizes the prediction and

calculation of the rock secant modulus with the number of parallel joints, which

provides a guiding significance for the rock deformation analysis.
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1 Introduction

The secant modulus is the slope of the line connecting the point corresponding to the

50% compressive strength and the origin on the stress–strain curve of the rock under

unidirectional stress (Briaud, 2001). It can reflect the stiffness of the rock, and its increase

can reflect the increase in the material’s ability to resist deformation to a certain extent

(Ahn et al., 2015). Therefore, the secant modulus is a very important parameter index,

which is of great significance in analyzing the laws of rock deformation and failure, and

plays an important role in guiding the design, construction, and stability of underground

engineering (Wang et al., 2021).

The joints in the rock affect the secant modulus. For example, there are parallel joints

in some sedimentary rocks, which significantly affect the secant modulus. At the same
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time, the number of parallel joints (NPJs) existing in the rock will

cause the difference in the secant modulus (Li et al., 2020), for

example, Zhang (2009) studied the influence of the joint number

on the secant modulus based on the micro-deformation

characteristics of the fractured rock mass. Scholars have

studied the effects of rock temperature, confining pressure,

and saturation on the secant modulus. In terms of

temperature, Zhao et al. (2017) determined the empirical

coefficient of the secant modulus by the inverse analysis

method. Zhang et al. (2021) established the constitutive

relation of the broken coal body considering the temperature

by fitting the relationship between the secant modulus of the

broken coal body and the temperature under the action of stress.

Su et al. (2017) studied the effect of temperature and pulse angle

on the secant modulus through a triaxial compression test. Erisa

et al. (2021) studied the effect of loading frequency on the secant

modulus of concrete and explored the source of temperature

increase. In the effect of confining pressure on the secant

modulus, for example, Kang et al. (2018) defined the damage

coefficient according to the secant modulus attenuation

characteristics and compared the influence of confining

pressure on the secant modulus and damage evolution

characteristics. Zhang et al. (2020) carried out numerical

construction of porous coal samples and analyzed the secant

modulus of porous samples considering pore density and

confining pressure. Hang-Zhou and Liao (2007) analyzed the

relationship between the secant modulus and internal friction

angle of expansive mudstone, confining pressure. Uniaxial

compression laboratory tests and numerical tests are

commonly used test methods to study the secant modulus, for

example, studied the uniaxial compressive strength and the

secant modulus of the hardened cement slurry with different

water saturation levels through a uniaxial compression test.

Zhang and Zhu (2020) conducted uniaxial compression

simulation experiments on prefabricated rock-like materials by

Particle Flow Code (PFC) software and obtained the laws of

mechanical parameters such as the secant modulus of different

samples. Nouri et al. (2016) explored the effect of plastic

enhancement behavior on the secant modulus in sandstone

through a triaxial compression test. Asgari et al. (2015)

studied the relationships between the secant modulus and

UCS, curing time, and cement. The aforementioned studies

have obtained the relation between the secant modulus and

temperature, confining pressure, and saturation. However,

there are NPJs in the rock, and the existence of parallel joints

has an important influence on the strength of the rock (Hu et al.,

2022a). Therefore, it is important to explore the effect of parallel

joints in rocks on the secant modulus and to obtain the

relationship between the two. In this regard, scholars have

carried out relatively little research.

The rock has a size effect, and the change in rock size will also

affect the secant modulus. For example, the change in the size of

some sedimentary rocks rich in joints will affect the change in the

rock secant modulus, for example, Ban et al. (2019) characterized

the mechanical properties with the size effect based on the secant

modulus method and the effective mode reduction method. In

addition, scholars have also carried out research on the size effect

of the secant modulus from the perspectives of rock aspect ratio,

particle size, and joint length, for example, Sun et al. (2022)

studied the aspect ratio effect of the dynamic deformation

modulus of coal and found that the sensitivity of the secant

modulus strain rate in the plastic section of the specimen with a

TABLE 1 Simulation plans (Mahdevari et al., 2020).

Simulation plan NPJ Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3 Plan 4 Plan 5

l = 100 mm l = 200 mm l = 400 mm l = 600 mm l = 800 mm

Plan 6 2 2 × 100 2 × 200 2 × 400 2 × 600 2 × 800

Plan 7 4 4 × 100 4 × 200 4 × 400 4 × 600 4 × 800

Plan 8 6 6 × 100 6 × 200 6 × 400 6 × 600 6 × 800

Plan 9 8 8 × 100 8 × 200 8 × 400 8 × 600 8 × 800

where l is the rock size.

TABLE 2 Mechanical parameters of the rock (Mahdevari et al., 2020).

Material Elastic modulus [MPa] Uniaxial compressive strength
[MPa]

Poisson’s ratio Friction angle [°]

Rock 4874 101.34 0.25 48.32

Joint 1.1 1.5 0.30 30
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large aspect ratio is stronger than that of the specimen with a

small aspect ratio. Mahdevari et al. (2020) studied the effect of

bulk size and bulk volume ratio on the deformation modulus by

making large-scale physical samples. Davarpanah et al. (2020)

studied the effect of the modulus ratio on the rock modulus and

explored the validity of the mathematical model proposed by Zhu

(2021) by PFC software to obtain the stress–strain curves of the

substitute materials at all levels and found that there was an

exponential correlation between the ratio of the secant modulus

and the maximum particle size D of the sample. Liu et al. (2020)

conducted uniaxial compression tests on rock samples with

rough joints to study the effect of joint length on the secant

FIGURE 1
Stress–strain curves with different NPJs. (A) l = 100 mm, (B) l = 200 mm, (C) l = 400 mm, (D) l = 600 mm, and (E) l = 800 mm.

TABLE 3 Secant modulus.

Numerical simulation Rock size [mm] Secant modulus [GPa]

Plan 6 Plan 7 Plan 8 Plan 9 Plan 10

n = 2 n = 4 n = 6 n = 8 n = 10

Plan 1 100 2.746 1.467 1.053 0.739 0.591

Plan 2 200 1.233 0.763 0.499 0.383 0.285

Plan 3 400 0.642 0.388 0.261 0.194 0.143

Plan 4 600 0.409 0.296 0.170 0.128 0.097

Plan 5 800 0.308 0.202 0.130 0.098 0.072

Here, n is the number of parallel joints.
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modulus, cracking process, and failure mode. Majdi and Beiki

(2019) proposed a prediction method to determine the

deformation modulus of the rock by means of multiple

regression analysis. The aforementioned research has gotten

the size effect of the secant modulus from different angles,

indicating that there is indeed a size effect on the rock secant

modulus. Therefore, when there are parallel joints in the rock, the

size effect of the secant modulus still exists. NPJs often occur in

rocks, so it is particularly important in engineering to explore the

size effect of the secant modulus of rocks with NPJs and to obtain

the relation between the secant modulus and size. However, there

is still relatively little research in this area.

Different rock sizes have an impact on the surface area of

rock weathering. Therefore, it is particularly important to

determine the rock’s characteristic size. The study of the rock

size effect is important to prevent erosion in rivers, oceans, and

glaciers and analyze bulk rock size in hilly terrain. Some scholars

have carried out some research on the study of REV. For

example, Loyola et al. (2021) presented a new general

methodology to define the size of the REV for the geometrical

and elastic moduli of fractured media. Peng et al. (2020) analyzed

the size effect through PFC software and obtained a REV size of

16 m. Hu et al. (2022b) obtained the relation between the spacing

of parallel joints and elastic modulus characteristic size. In the

study of the secant modulus of REV, Zhang (2013) obtained the

REV of the deformation parameters and strength parameters of

the rock mass through numerical tests of rock mass samples of

different sizes. The aforementioned studies show that there are

relatively few studies on the secant modulus in terms of the REV

of rock mechanical parameters, especially the secant modulus of

rocks with parallel joints.

In the study, the effect of rock size and NPJs on E50 is

explored. The relationships between E50 and NPJs, E50 and rock

size, the characteristic size of rock E50 and NPJs, and the rock

characteristic E50 and NPJs are established.

2 Numerical simulation plans

The research content is divided into two aspects: 1) influence

of the NPJs on E50; NPJs are 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, including plans 1–5;

and 2) influence of rock size with NPJs on E50, whose rock sizes

are 100 mm, 200 mm, 400 mm, 600 mm, and 800 mm, including

plans 6–10. A two-dimensional numerical model was used in the

study with a height-to-diameter ratio of 1:1. Simulation plans

(Mahdevari et al., 2020) are shown in Table 1.

In the research, RFPA software was used to carry out

uniaxial compression simulation research based on the

uniaxial compression deformation theory of rocks. RFPA is a

rock fracture process analysis system with elastic mechanics as

the stress analysis tool and elastic damage theory and its

modified Coulomb failure criterion as the medium

deformation and failure analysis module. The basic principle

of the program can be summarized as follows: first, the rock

medium model is discretized into a numerical model composed

of mesoscopic primitives. Then, it is assumed that the

mechanical properties of the discretized mesoscopic

primitives obey the Weibull distribution, and the connection

between the mesoscopic and macroscopic media is established.

Based on the linear elastic finite element analysis method, the

basic element failure criterion and damage law are introduced

to solve the problem, and the deformation and failure process of

the rock is obtained.

Displacement loading was applied along the upper surface of

the model with a loading increment of 0.01 mm, and no load was

applied on both sides of the model (Mahdevari et al., 2020). The

rock mechanics parameters used in the simulation are shown in

Table 2. A regression analysis method was used in the study. The

basic idea of regression analysis is to solve a series of secant

modulus values based on numerical models, mathematically

process the data values to obtain a series of parameters, and

establish the corresponding regression equations.

FIGURE 2
Fitting curves of the secant modulus.

TABLE 4 Fitting relationship between the secant modulus and NPJs.

Rock size [mm] Fitting formula Fitting coefficient [R2]

100 E50(n) � 5.21n−0.92 0.998

200 E50(n) � 2.23n−0.883 0.990

400 E50(n) � 1.172n−0.848 0.991

600 E50(n) � 0.731n−0.788 0.948

800 E50(n) � 0.55n−0.755 0.980

Here, E50(n) [GPa] is E50 when the NPJs is n.
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3 Numerical simulation results

3.1 Influence of the NPJs on E50

3.1.1 Rock stress law of different NPJs
From the research content (1), the stress–strain curves in

plans 1–5 are drawn in Figure 1.

Figures 1A–E indicate that the obtained patterns of the

curves do not considerably vary with the variation of rock

size. Therefore, one of the pictures is chosen to describe the

failure law when NPJs change.

The rock size in Figure 1B is 200 mm. In Figure 1B, when the

NPJs are 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, the obtained stress–strain curves are

very similar. These curves gradually change from linear elastic

deformation to plastic failure, and the curves conform to the

general law of rock failure. Figure 1B shows that when the rock

size is 200 mm, as the NPJs change from 2 to 10, the peak

strength decreases. The main reason is that when the NPJs

increase, the damage value of the rock increases under the

same strain value, and the rock resistance to deformation and

destruction decreases continuously. The peak strength is

connected with the NPJs.

3.1.2 Fitting method for the secant modulus and
NPJs

According to the stress–strain curves in Figure 1, the point

of 50% compressive strength was selected, the slope of the line

connecting it with the origin was calculated, and E50 of the rock

under each working condition was obtained, as shown in

Table 3.

A scatter plot of E50 and NPJs in Table 3 is drawn, and their

fitting curves are regressed, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 indicates that when the NPJs is six, E50 of the rock

decreases from 1.053 GPa to 0.13 GPa with the increase in the

rock size from 100 mm to 800 mm, which indicates that E50 of

the rock is affected by the rock size and decreases with the

increase in the rock size. This law is similar even if the NPJs are

different. When the rock size is 100 mm, the NPJs increase from

2 to 10, and E50 of the rock decreases from 2.746 GPa to

0.591 GPa, which indicates that rock E50 decreases with the

increase in the NPJs.

The aforementioned observations show that E50 is in

connection with the NPJs and rock size. In order to better

illustrate this relationship, the formula of the regression

curves is listed in Table 4.

TABLE 5 Value of parameters a and b.

Parameter l = 100 mm l = 200 mm l = 400 mm l = 600 mm l = 800 mm

a 5.210 2.230 1.172 0.731 0.550

b −0.920 −0.883 −0.848 −0.788 −0.755

FIGURE 3
Fitting curve diagram of parameters: (A) parameter a and (B) parameter b.
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3.1.3 Relationship between the secant modulus
and NPJs

From the data fitting results in Table 4, the curve trend of E50
and NPJs is a power function, and the resulting mathematical

model is as follows:

E50(n) � anb, (1)

where E50(n) [GPa] is E50 when the NPJs is n, n is NPJs, and a and

b are parameters.

From the expressions obtained in Table 4, the parameters a

and b can be extracted, and the values of each parameter are

shown in Table 5. Each parameter is fitted with the rock size, and

the fitting curve obtained is shown in Figure 3.

From the curve obtained in Figure 3, each parameter has a

certain relationship with the size, and the expression is as follows:

a � 0.714 + 12.437e−0.01l, (2)
b � 2.344n − 0.937. (3)

FIGURE 4
Stress–strain curves of different rock sizes. (A) N = 2, (B) n = 4, (C) n = 6, (D) n = 8, and (E) n = 10.

TABLE 6 Secant modulus.

Numerical simulation Number of parallel joints Secant modulus [GPa]

Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3 Plan 4 Plan 5

l = 100 mm l = 200 mm l = 400 mm l = 600 mm l = 800 mm

Plan 6 2 2.746 1.233 0.642 0.409 0.308

Plan 7 4 1.467 0.763 0.388 0.296 0.202

Plan 8 6 1.053 0.499 0.261 0.170 0.130

Plan 9 8 0.739 0.383 0.194 0.128 0.098

Plan 10 10 0.591 0.285 0.143 0.097 0.072
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From Eqs 1–3, the expression between E50 and NPJs can be

obtained as

E50(n) � (0.714 + 12.437e−0.01l)n2.344n−0.937. (4)

Eq. 4 is a special relational formula used to solve the

corresponding rock E50 when the NPJs change, and its

applicable condition is a two-dimensional plane strain. For the

engineering site, when the size of the rock used for research is

determined, the corresponding rock E50 value can be quickly

obtained according to the NPJs existing in the rock. This

relationship quantifies and simplifies the solution of E50 of

rocks with parallel joints.

3.2 Influence of the rock size on the rock
secant modulus

3.2.1 Rock stress law of different rock sizes
From the research content (2), the stress–strain curves in

plans 6–10 are drawn in Figure 4.

Figures 4A–E show that the obtained patterns of the curves

do not considerably vary with the change of the NPJs. Therefore,

one of the pictures is chosen to describe the failure law when the

rock size changes.

The NPJs in Figure 4E is 10. In Figure 4E, when the rock size

is increased from 100 mm to 800 mm, the obtained stress–strain

curves have very similar regularity. These curves gradually

change from linear elastic deformation to plastic failure, and

the curves conform to the general law of rock failure. Figure 4E

shows that the NPJs is 10; as the rock size increases from 100 mm

to 800 mm, the peak strength of the rock decreases. It shows that

the rock’s peak strength is connected with the rock size.

3.2.2 Fitting method for the secant modulus and
rock size

From the stress–strain curves in Figure 4, the point of 50%

compressive strength was selected, the slope of the line

connecting it with the origin was calculated, and E50 of the

rock was obtained, as shown in Table 6.

A scatter diagram of E50 and rock size in Table 6 is plotted,

and their fitting curves are regressed, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 indicates that as the rock size is 100 mm, the NPJs

increase from 2 to 10, and rock E50 decreases from 2.746 GPa to

0.591 GPa, which indicates that rock E50 decreases with the

increase in the NPJs. This law is the same even if rock sizes

become different. When the NPJs is four, E50 of rocks decreases

from 1.467 GPa to 0.202 GPa with the increase in the rock size

from 100 mm to 800 mm, which indicates that E50 of rocks is

connected with the rock size and decreases with the increase in

the rock size.

To better analyze the relation between E50 and the rock size,

the functional formula of the fitting curves in Figure 5 is listed in

Table 7.

3.2.3 Relationship between the secant modulus
and rock size

From the data fitting results in Table 7, the curve trend of E50
and rock size is an exponential function, and the resulting

mathematical model is as follows:

E50(l) � d + fe−gl, (5)

FIGURE 5
Fitting curve of the secantmodulus under different rock sizes.

TABLE 7 Fitting relationship of the secant modulus.

Number
of parallel joints

Fitting formula Fitting coefficient [R2]

2 E50(l) � 0.389 + 6.132e−0.0096l 0.993

4 E50(l) � 0.245 + 2.722e−0.0091l 0.995

6 E50(l) � 0.158 + 2.184e−0.009l 0.994

8 E50(l) � 0.111 + 1.362e−0.0089l 0.996

10 E50(l) � 0.088 + 1.209e−0.0088l 0.997
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where E50(l) [GPa] is the E50 value of the rock when the rock

size is l, l [mm] is the rock size, and d, f, and g are

parameters.

From the expressions obtained in Table 7, the values of

parameters d, f, and g can be extracted, and the values of

each parameter are shown in Table 8. Each parameter is

fitted with the NPJs, and the fitting curve obtained is shown

in Figure 6.

From the curve obtained in Figure 6, each parameter has a

certain relationship with the NPJs, and the expression is as

follows:

d � 0.714l−0.848, (6)
f � 12.522l−1.04, (7)

g � 0.00185e−0.434l + 0.0088. (8)

From Eqs 5–8, the expression between E50 and rock size can

be obtained as

E50(l) � 12.522l−1.04e−0.00185le
−0.434l−0.0088l + 0.714l−0.848. (9)

Eq. 9 is a special relational formula used to solve the

corresponding rock E50 value when the rock size changes, and

its applicable condition is a two-dimensional plane strain. When

the NPJs in a rock are known, its E50 changes with the variation in

the rock size. Eq. 9 gives the characteristics of this change and

TABLE 8 Values of parameters d, f, and g.

Parameter n = 2 n = 4 n = 6 n = 8 n = 10

d 0.389 0.245 0.158 0.111 0.088

f 6.132 2.722 2.184 1.362 1.209

g 0.0096 0.0091 0.0090 0.0089 0.0088

FIGURE 6
Fitting curve diagram of parameters: (A) parameter d, (B) parameter f, and (C) parameter g.
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quantifies it and can quickly solve the E50 value of different rock

sizes. For the engineering site, once the number of parallel joints

contained in the rock is known, for any selected size of the rock,

the secant modulus value of the rock under this size can be

quickly solved.

3.3 Established relationship of CSBM,
CBM, and NPJs

3.3.1 Formula of the characteristic size of E50
The size effect of E50 is usually characterized by the

characteristic size of the secant modulus (CSSM). Ling et al.

(2013) gave a quantitative calculation method of the

characteristic size. The formula for solving the CSSM is as

follows:

|k| �
∣∣∣∣∣gfe(−gl)

∣∣∣∣∣, (10)
|k|≤ γ, (11)

l≥
ln(gf) − ln γ

g
, (12)

where γ is the acceptable absolute value of the slope.

3.3.2 Relationship between CSSM and NPJs
The CSSM is solved in Table 9 when the NPJs were 2, 4, 6, 8,

and 10. Also, the regression curve of CSSM and NPJs is drawn in

Figure 7.

Figure 7 shows that there is a relationship between the CSBM

and NPJs. The function of the curve is a power function. As the

NPJs increase, the CSBM decreases. The expression can be

obtained as

D(n) � 803.355n−0.119, (13)

where D(n) [mm] is the characteristic size of rock E50.

Eq. 13 is a special relational formula used to solve the

corresponding rock CSSM when the NPJs changes, and its

applicable condition is a two-dimensional plane strain. For the

engineering site, the corresponding rock CSSM can be quickly

obtained according to the NPJs existing in the rock. This

relationship quantifies and simplifies the solution of CSSM with

parallel joints, which has an important engineering application value.

3.3.3 Relationship between the CSM and NPJs
The value of CSSM was substituted into Eq. 5, and the

characteristic secant modulus (CSM) with different NPJs is

summarized in Table 10.

TABLE 9 Value of the characteristic size of the secant modulus.

NPJ 2 4 6 8 10

CSSM [mm] 736.564 681.909 663.791 616.937 609.122

FIGURE 7
Fitting curve between CSSM and NPJs.

TABLE 10 Value of the characteristic secant modulus of the rock.

NPJ 2 4 6 8 10

CSM [GPa] 0.394 0.250 0.164 0.117 0.094

FIGURE 8
Fitting curve of the CSM and NPJs.
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Figure 8 shows that the relationship between the CSM and

NPJs is a power function. As the NPJs increase, the CSM

gradually decreases. The relation is as follows:

E50w(n) � 0.713n−0.827, (14)

where E50w(n) [GPa] is the CSM of the rock and n is the NPJs.

Equation 14 is a special relational formula used to solve the

corresponding rock CSM when the NPJs changes, and its

applicable condition is a two-dimensional plane strain. For

the engineering site, the corresponding rock CSM can be

quickly obtained according to the NPJs existing in the rock.

This relationship quantifies and simplifies the solution of the

CSM with NPJs.

3.4 Experimental comparison and
verification analysis

To verify the general applicability of Eq. 5, Zhang (Zhang,

2011) experimental data (page 645, Table 1) are used. Rock E50
values with different sizes are listed in Table 11.

From the data listed in Table 11, a scatter diagram of E50 and

sizes is plotted, and their fitting curves are regressed, as shown in

Figure 9.

The relationship between E50 and sizes is obtained in Figure 9

as follows:

E50(l) � 24.09 + 11.57e−0.957l, (15)

where E50(l) [GPa] is the E50 value of the rock when the rock size

is l and l [m] is the rock size.

The function of Eq. 15 conforms to the expression proposed

in Eq. 5. Therefore, the verification is consistent with the

conclusions obtained from the numerical simulations in this

study. According to the verification results, the mathematical

model obtained by Eq. 5 can be used to solve E50 with different

sizes.

4 Discussion

There is a size effect on E50 with the NPJs. This study obtains

the following relationship through research:

1) The relation between rock E50 and NPJs. The relation is

proposed by analyzing the variation of E50 with the NPJs.

According to previous research studies, Zhang (2009)

studied the effect of the NPJs on E50 based on the meso-

deformation characteristics of fractured rock mass, but he

did not get the specific relational formula of E50. The

relationship (4) obtained in this study quantifies and

simplifies the solution of rock E50 with NPJs and can be

used to solve the corresponding rock E50 value when the

parallel joint changes. For the engineering site, when the

size of the rock used for research is determined, the

corresponding rock secant modulus value can be quickly

obtained according to the number of parallel joints existing

in the rock.

2) The relation between rock E50 and the rock size. This

relationship is proposed by analyzing the variation of

rock E50 with the rock size. According to previous

research studies, scholars mostly obtained the general

law of the size effect of E50 from the perspectives of the

rock aspect ratio (Asgari et al., 2015), particle size (Hu

et al., 2022a), and joint length (Ban et al., 2019). However,

TABLE 11 Secant modulus (Liu et al., 2020).

Number of joints Secant modulus/GPa

0.05 m 0.1 m 0.5 m 1 m 5 m 10 m 20 m 30 m

1 35.9 34.1 30.5 29 25.8 24.6 23.4 22.7

FIGURE 9
Fitting curves of the secant modulus with sizes.
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the relationship between E50 and rock size is rarely

established. Eq. 9 obtained in this study quantifies the

size effect of E50 and can quickly solve E50 of different

rock sizes. For the engineering site, the secant modulus

of the rock of any size can be obtained by the regression

curve, which saves the tedious process of the on-site in situ

test, and the engineering application is simple and

convenient.

3) The relation between the rock CSSM, CSM, and NPJs. The

relationship is proposed by analyzing the variation of the

CSSM and CSM with the NPJs. In the existing research,

Davarpanah et al. (2020) studied the REV of E50, but they did

not get the specific relational formula of E50. The relationships

(13) and (14) obtained in this study quantify and simplify the

solution of the rock CSSM and CSM with parallel joints and

can be used to solve the corresponding rock CSSM and CSM

when the parallel joint changes. For engineering rocks,

considering the influence of the size effect, when the

secant modulus of the rock needs to be calculated, it is

only necessary to select rocks larger than the characteristic

size for testing.

5 Conclusion

The NPJs have an effect on the E50 value, and few people have

explored the relationship of this effect. The expressions are

obtained through numerical simulation:

(1) The relation between E50 and NPJs observes the following:

E50(n) � anb. (16)

Particularly, our simulations obtained

E50(n) � (0.714 + 12.437e−0.01l)n2.344n−0.937. (17)

(2) The relation between E50 and rock size with NPJs observes

the following:

E50(l) � d + fe−gl. (18)
Particularly, our simulations obtained

E50(l) � 12.522l−1.04e−0.00185le
−0.434l−0.0088l + 0.714l−0.848. (19)

(3) The CSSM is found to be related to NPJs. Their relation is as

follows:

D(n) � 803.355n−0.119. (20)

(4) The CSM is found to be related to NPJs. Their relation is as

follows:

E50w(n) � 0.713n−0.827. (21)
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